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Abstract
Patients with stage IIIA non–small cell lung cancer, determined
based on involvement of ipsilateral mediastinal lymph nodes, represent the most challenging management problem in this disease.
Patients with this stage disease may have very different degrees
of lymph node involvement. The pathologic confirmation of this
involvement is a key step in the therapeutic decision. The difference in the degree of lymph node compromise has prognostic and
treatment implications. Based on multiple considerations, patients
can be treated with induction chemotherapy, chemoradiotherapy
followed by surgery, or definitive chemoradiotherapy without surgery. Data derived from clinical trials have provided incomplete
guidance for physicians and their patients. The best therapeutic
plan is achieved through the multidisciplinary cooperation of a
team specialized in lung cancer. (JNCCN 2012;10:599–613)
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The

management of patients with stage IIIA (N2)
non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) remains the most
challenging domain in thoracic oncology, and the use of
evidence-based treatment guidelines is essential.1 Notwithstanding improvements in the staging system,2 the
determination of operable stage IIIA (treated with induction therapy followed by surgery) versus inoperable stage
IIIA (treated with definitive chemotherapy and radiation
therapy) remains controversial. Moreover, some investigators doubt the role of surgery at all,3 highlighting the
importance of careful patient selection and multidisciplinary evaluation before initiation of therapy.
Another controversial issue involves the role and
sequence of invasive mediastinal staging techniques,
namely mediastinoscopy, endobronchial ultrasound with
fine needle aspiration (EBUS-FNA), and thoracoscopy.
Not only is pathologic confirmation required to confirm
N2 disease but also adequate sampling is required to differentiate between microscopic and macroscopic (bulky)
N2 involvement and to exclude N3 involvement.
Although the use of induction therapy has become
the standard of care for potentially operable patients with
stage IIIA NSCLC, the use of preoperative chemotherapy or preoperative concurrent chemoradiation therapy
represents yet another potential controversial issue.4 In
addition, the determination of nodal pathologic downstaging is only variably used for patient selection for surgery after induction therapy, and numerous methods exist
for pathologic restaging before surgery, including repeat
mediastinoscopy, EBUS-FNA, and video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS). The role of pneumonectomy
after induction therapy, the choice of chemotherapeutic
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agents in the induction and definitive therapy settings, the dose and technique of radiation therapy,
and treatment of patients with poor performance status are other topics of debate. This article critically
analyzes the most controversial issues in the multidisciplinary treatment of patients with stage IIIA (N2)
NSCLC.

Patients With N2 Nodal Involvement:
A Heterogeneous Group
Stage IIIA encompasses patients with a wide, heterogeneous group of tumors, ranging from small primary
tumors with bulky mediastinal lymph nodes (T1,N2)
to large primary tumors with adjacent tissue invasion
but without lymphadenopathy (T4,N0/N1). Likewise, patients with N2 disease can have microscopic
involvement, only detected at surgery, or bulky multistation involvement identified on a CT scan. Outcomes would be expected to differ significantly between these groups.
Andre et al.5 retrospectively analyzed data
on 702 consecutive patients with N2 disease at 6
French centers and found that the degree of N2 involvement correlated with prognosis. Patients with
no lymph node greater than 10 mm on CT scan
or an enlarged node but a false-negative mediastinoscopy were considered to have microscopic N2.
Patients with an enlarged lymph node on CT scan
were considered to have clinical N2 disease if the
mediastinoscopy was positive or if it was not performed. For patients treated with primary surgery
(n = 562), the 5-year survival rates were correlated
with the degree of mediastinum involvement. Patients with microscopic positive lymph nodes in
one station had the best overall survival (34%);
however, those with microscopic involvement of
more than one station (11%), clinically positive
lymph nodes in one station (8%), or multistation
clinical positive nodes (3%) all had poor outcomes.
When considering these results, one must remember that these patients did not receive preoperative
chemotherapy and their staging did not include a
PET scan. This study also identified lymph node
size as a prognostic factor, supporting the concept of
bulky adenopathy in the surgical decision. Patients
with positive lymph nodes measuring less than 3 cm
had better survival (20%) than those with lymph
nodes greater than 3 cm (10%).

Investigators from the University of Alabama6
analyzed their single-institution experience in patients staged with PET scan. Patients with a negative
CT and PET scan, R0 resection, complete thoracic
lymphadenectomy, and pathologic N2 were included.
Among the 148 patients evaluated, 93% received adjuvant chemotherapy and 13% adjuvant radiotherapy.
The 5-year survival rate of this group was 35%. This
study is one of the bases for the NCCN recommendation that “patients with occult positive N2 nodes
discovered at the time of pulmonary resection should
continue with the planned resection along with formal mediastinal LN dissection.”1 Evidently, this recommendation assumes that the preoperative staging
described in the guidelines is followed.

Initial Evaluation
Initial evaluation of patients with locally advanced
NSCLC requires an assessment of the patient’s cardiac and pulmonary status in addition to the staging
studies. The NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in
Oncology (NCCN Guidelines) for NSCLC recommend pulmonary function tests (PFTs) as part of the
initial evaluation of patients with stage III NSCLC
(to view the most recent version of these guidelines,
visit the NCCN Web site at NCCN.org). This will
be necessary whether surgery or radiotherapy is the
preferred local therapy. Imaging studies to determine
clinical staging are also indicated, including CT of
the chest, liver, and adrenal glands; a PET or PET/
CT scan; and a brain MRI. Brain MRI is necessary
even when the patient has no neurologic symptoms,
because the rate of asymptomatic metastatic disease
to the brain in stage III is approximately 20%.7
The management of patients with stage IIIA
NSCLC requires a precise evaluation of the mediastinum, and only with that information can the optimal
therapy can be determined. The initial clinical evaluation using radiographic data leads to a presumptive
clinical stage in most patients. Noninvasive imaging
studies can provide evidence of mediastinal lymph
node involvement; however, pathologic confirmation is necessary as a rule. One of the most important
avoidable errors in lung cancer staging is clinical overstaging of the mediastinum without pathologic confirmation. Patients commonly have false-positive lymph
nodes from a local inflammatory response, with or
without obstructive pneumonia. In rare cases, instead
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of tumor involvement, a sarcoid-like lymph node reaction with significant adenopathy and marked fluorodeoxyglucose uptake on PET imaging can be found.
Many minimally invasive techniques are now available for confirming mediastinal lymph node status
(e.g., EBUS, endoscopic ultrasound [EUS], mediastinoscopy, VATS); the confirmation of positive N2
lymph nodes should be routine in most cases, unless
incontrovertible evidence exists of nodal or other advanced disease. However, negative N3 lymph nodes
are also important to document when planning multimodality therapy. The presence of N2 disease is a predictor of the possible existence of occult N3 disease.
N3 involvement would indicate stage IIIB, surgery
would be excluded, and chemoradiotherapy (CRT)
would be the appropriate therapy, assuming the absence of distant disease. Therefore, pathologic staging
of the mediastinum must include thorough sampling
of N3 nodes, regardless of which biopsy technique was
used.
In a prospective study that evaluated the diagnostic values of PET scan and EBUS-guided transbronchial needle aspiration (EBUS-TBNA) in 117
patients with potentially operable NSCLC, the sensitivity and specificity of PET scan was 70% and 59.8%
versus 90% and 100% for EBUS. The accuracy of PET
scan was 62.4% versus 97.4% for EBUS. The negative
predictive value was also higher for EBUS then for
PET scan.8
An analysis of a trial comparing PET/CT with
conventional imaging in the diagnostic workup of
patients with early-stage NSCLC compared the accuracy of PET and invasive techniques for mediastinal
staging.9 The imaging study had a sensitivity of 70%
and specificity of 94%. Among the 22 patients with
PET interpreted as positive for mediastinal nodes,
8 did not have nodal involvement. This study confirmed that mediastinum assessment with radiographic studies alone is associated with a clinically relevant
false-positive rate, highlighting the need for pathologic confirmation.

Importance of a Multidisciplinary
Evaluation
A common mantra in cancer treatment is the desire
for “multidisciplinary evaluation and management,”
but no place is this more important than in the treatment decisions for patients with stage IIIA lung can-

cer. Although the politically correct expression of
“multidisciplinary care” is routinely recommend, a
medical oncologist is in fact rarely needed in the treatment of stage IA NSCLC and, conversely, a thoracic
surgeon has little to offer patients with stage IV lung
cancer. As evidenced by the presence of this article
and a complex set of NCCN recommendations, stage
IIIA lung cancer is complicated and heterogeneous,
with variable evidence-based data and nuanced
decision-making. It is the very reason these authors
attempt to summarize the data and make meaningful
recommendations to the many thoracic surgical, medical, and radiation oncologists trying to define rational
treatment strategies for the frequent patient with locally advanced lung cancer.
The most common treatment decisions for patients with N2 NSCLC are induction chemotherapy,
CRT followed by surgical resection, or definitive CRT
without surgery. The decision-making between these
options is carefully reviewed in this paper, but the
one constant in all treatment decisions is the need
for systemic therapy, and therefore the consistent
need for medical oncology involvement throughout
the treatment planning. Radiation oncologists may
be excluded from the initial evaluation if the intent
is induction chemotherapy followed by surgery, and
thoracic surgeons may be excluded when definitive
CRT is planned. However, in most cases a surgeon is
an important part of this decision for the patient and
the multidisciplinary team. Thoracic surgeons are also
not commonly involved in the initial evaluation of
patients being considered for induction therapy followed by surgery, with the rationale that surgeons are
not needed until surgical planning is required after
completion of induction therapy. However, the fallacy
of this approach is that the preinduction evaluation
is an important part of the surgical decision-making,
the surgeon may make important recommendations
regarding the treatment plan or may deem the patient
inoperable from the start, completely redirecting the
therapeutic plan.
Thoracic surgeons bring many important elements to the evaluation of patients with clinical stage
IIIA lung cancer. First, they provide an important
opinion regarding the validity of the apparent clinical staging, and the need and technique for verifying
mediastinal lymph node involvement and excluding
more-advanced (stage IIIB) disease that would preclude surgery altogether. Second, they are important
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decision-makers regarding the role of surgery for selected patients with N2 disease. The thoracic surgeon
may be an important advocate for the consideration
of surgery in patients with limited N2 disease, or may
influence decisions away from surgery in patients with
more extensive nodal disease or with comorbidity that
substantially impacts the risks and benefits of surgery.
Third, they may help direct the extent of induction
therapy, or the extent of pretreatment or postinduction staging, to better evaluate the appropriateness
and risks of surgery. Finally, surgical discussions and
consideration should be made early to best prepare the
patient for the complex sequence of planned therapy.
The important principle is that these decisions must
be made at the outset of treatment planning, before
initiation of therapy, to appropriately evaluate and
educate the patient, plan any additional workup, and
provide clear and mature decision-making for the
therapeutic plan.
Substantial evidence now shows the improved
short- and long-term outcomes of specialty surgical
care for patients with lung cancer. Board certified thoracic surgeons performing lung cancer surgeries have
been shown to provide decreased operative morbidity
and mortality, decreased hospital length of stay and
cost, and improved cancer survival compared with
general surgeons.10 Although no studies have further
stratified these benefits by stage, these differences are
likely magnified in the subset of patients with stage
IIIA lung cancer. First, the decision-making is complex in these patients and the surgeon must have a
thorough and updated knowledge of the oncology
literature, and a mature and trusted relationship with
the medical and radiation oncology team to provide
the best input on the consideration of surgery. Second, patients with locally advanced tumors demand
more technical experience and precision. These patients usually have larger and more central tumors
that less-experienced surgeons may incorrectly consider inoperable or require a pneumonectomy. Furthermore, these patients also have mediastinal nodal
disease that requires thorough lymph node staging
and resection that is most reliably accomplished by
surgeons who have thoracic oncology as a dominant
part of their surgical practice.
Finally, in many tertiary referral centers, the
discussion among surgical, medical, and radiation
oncologists occurs in the context of the multidisciplinary clinic, where the patient has the oppor-

tunity to see all 3 specialists in the same visit, and
at a thoracic tumor board meeting, where pathology and radiology are also reviewed. These direct
interactions are very important to achieve the best
possible outcome.

Results of Phase II Trials Exploring
Multimodality Therapy
The poor survival of patients with stage IIIA NSCLC
treated with surgery only, even when resections are
complete, have led to decades of investigation to improve on these outcomes. Preoperative approaches
that have been studied include chemotherapy alone,
concurrent CRT, and sequential chemotherapy and
radiation therapy. Trials of these preoperative modalities have yielded promising results, with apparent improvements in overall survival but increased morbidity and mortality, especially with trimodality therapy
when a pneumonectomy is required.3
Much can be learned from the more than 1300
patients studied. Tables 1 and 2 summarize phase II
data evaluating preoperative therapy in patients with
clinical stage III NSCLC. Trials included are nonrandomized, evaluating 30 patients or more. Because
some trials include stage IIIB patients, the number of
patients with N2 NSCLC per trial is listed. Only one
of these trials did not use cisplatin, and none used carboplatin. In fact, all the phase III data described in
the next section of this paper are also based on cisplatin. Consequently, for patients who cannot tolerate the toxicities of cisplatin, no data are available to
adequately guide therapy.
A total of 755 patients were treated in 11 trials
assessing neoadjuvant chemotherapy, and 627 patients were treated in 11 trials assessing concurrent
CRT. The overall radiographic response rates for both
modalities are impressive, ranging from 64% to 81%
for chemotherapy and 48% to 84% for CRT. The percentage of patients proceeding to surgical exploration
was variable, with a median of 79% (range 48%–90%)
in the chemotherapy-only trials and a median of 61%
(range 30%–90%) in the CRT trials. The median
overall survival of 19 months for all patients in the
chemotherapy-only trials was numerically superior to
the 16 months seen in the CRT trials, whereas the
treatment-related morbidity was higher with the addition of radiotherapy. A median of 5% treatment-related deaths was reported in the chemotherapy trials
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and 7% in the CRT trials. In summary, the addition of
chemotherapy or CRT to standard surgical resection
in stage III NSCLC leads to superior survival compared with historical results. Each additional modality
increases toxicity and risk of treatment-related mortality. No trend is seen toward better outcomes with
the addition of induction radiation to chemotherapy.
However, a trend is seen toward more perioperative
and treatment-related deaths when radiation was
added.

Results of Randomized Phase
III Trials in Stage IIIA NSCLC and
Caveats on Their Interpretation
To improve on the overall poor results for stage IIIA
N2 NSCLC when treated with surgery alone, different therapeutic modalities have been evaluated
in randomized clinical trials. The crucial questions
that randomized trials in stage IIIA N2 NSCLC have
sought to address include determining the optimal
induction strategy for patients considered for surgery
(chemotherapy vs. chemoradiation); defining the role
for surgical resection after induction therapy; and
identifying appropriate criteria for selecting patients
for surgery versus definitive chemoradiation. The following section discusses results of large randomized
trials in stage IIIA N2 NSCLC. Trials in stage IIIA
N2 NSCLC have had challenges, including heterogeneous patient populations, imprecise staging, and
slow patient accrual, which have made the results difficult to interpret and translate into uniform clinical
practice.
Optimal Induction Strategy

Induction chemotherapy has been compared
with CRT in stage III NSCLC.33 Between 1995
and 2003, the German Lung Cancer Cooperative
Group (GLCCG) randomized 558 patients with
stage IIIA and IIIB NSCLC to either preoperative chemotherapy followed by surgery followed
by radiation (control arm) or preoperative chemotherapy followed by concurrent carboplatin,
vindesine, and twice-daily radiation followed by
surgery (interventional arm; Figure 1). Patients
in both groups were predominantly men with a
median age of 59 years and most had an ECOG
performance status of 0. Both the control and interventional arms included mostly patients with
stage IIIB NSCLC (64% and 69%, respectively),

although a large proportion of those classified as
IIIB at that time (43% in the interventional arm
and 49% in the control arm) had T4,N0–1 tumors, which have been reclassified as stage IIIA
under the current lung cancer staging system.2
In both groups, patients were assessed for response before surgery and only those without tumor
progression were considered for resection. Higher
rates of resectability, mediastinal downstaging, and
histopathologic tumor regression were observed in
patients treated with induction CRT compared with
induction chemotherapy. However, no significant differences in progression-free or overall survival were
observed between the treatment strategies, either in
the intention-to-treat population (Table 3) or the
patients who actually underwent surgical resection
(Table 4). Among patients who underwent complete
resection, rates of mediastinal downstaging (N2–N3
to N0–N1) were higher in the interventional group
(46%) compared with the control group (29%; P =
.02). Similarly, tumor regression greater than 90%
was observed in 60% of patients in the interventional
group compared with 20% in the control group (P <
.0001). A trend toward increased surgical mortality
was observed in patients in the interventional group
(9% vs. 5% in the control group; P = .11). Pneumonectomy was performed in 35% of those who underwent resection in both treatment groups; mortality
after pneumonectomy was 14% in the interventional
group versus 6% in the control group, a difference that
was not statistically significant.
The GLCCG study has been criticized on several issues related to the study design. Many patients
included in the study and deemed potentially resectable would be considered unresectable according to
current practice, including those with T4 tumors and
mediastinal nodal involvement or any T stage and
N3 involvement. These patients constituted a substantial proportion of participants in this study, and
their inclusion likely accounts for the large number
of patients (44%) who never went on to resection.
Although the study was designed to answer the question of whether induction chemoradiation is superior
to induction chemotherapy followed by postoperative
radiotherapy, significant differences in the chemotherapy and radiation treatment regimens between
the groups may have muddied this question. In particular, the use of twice-daily (hyperfractionated)
radiotherapy in the interventional group is contro-
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versial, given that hyperfractionated radiotherapy is
not standard in NSCLC and introduces an additional
independent variable. The control group received
conventionally fractionated radiation postoperatively.
Patients in the investigational arm also received more
chemotherapy than those in the control group, both
in terms of cycles and agents. Finally, the use of outdated radiotherapy techniques in this trial limits the
applicability of the results.
The optimal induction regimen for patients with
potentially resectable stage IIIA N2 NSCLC remains
an open question. Given the negative progressionfree and overall survival results despite higher rates
of mediastinal downstaging and pathologic response,
both chemotherapy and chemoradiation are considered reasonable induction strategies, albeit for a much
more selected population of patients with stage IIIA
N2 NSCLC than in the GLCCG study, and both
strategies continue to be evaluated in clinical trials.
As in the GLCCG study and other trials in stage IIIA
NSCLC, timely accrual of patients continues to be a
challenge. The Radiation Therapy Oncology Group
Cisplatin and
etoposide
x 3 cycles
n = 264

n = 231

(RTOG) 0412/SWOG 0332, also designed to compare induction chemotherapy with induction chemoradiation before surgery in patients with N2 disease,
was closed early because of poor accrual. Two trials
comparing induction chemotherapy with induction
chemoradiation are ongoing.34,35
Role of Surgery

Two large randomized controlled clinical trials have
investigated the role of surgery after induction therapy in patients with NSCLC and N2 nodal involvement.3,36 The EORTC compared surgery with radiotherapy in patients who had experienced response to
3 cycles of induction platinum-based chemotherapy
(Figure 2). The overall response rate to chemotherapy
was 61%. Among patients assigned to radiotherapy,
93% received radiation, although compliance to radiotherapy as prescribed by the protocol was only 55%.
Of patients assigned to surgery, 92% underwent the
procedure. A complete resection was achieved in 50%
of patients who underwent surgery; exploratory thoracotomy was performed in 14%. Pathologic complete
response was observed in 5% of patients, and medias-

Radiotherapy
1.5 Gy bid to 45 Gy
+
Concurrent
carboplatin/vindesine
n = 208

n = 558
NSCLC
stage IIIA
(T1 -3N2, T3N0 -1)a
stage IIIB
(T4N1 -3, T1-4N3) b
ECOG PS 0 -1
age < 70 y

n = 260

Positive margins or
unresectable

Negative
margins

n = 230
Cisplatin and
etoposide
x 3 cycles

n = 49
Radiotherapy
1.5 Gy bid to 24 Gy

n = 142
Surgery

n = 99
Radiotherapy
1.8 Gy/d to 54 Gy

n = 154
Surgery
Positive margins
or unresectable

n = 88
Radiotherapy
1.8 Gy/d to 68.4 Gy

Figure 1 German Lung Cancer Cooperative Group (GLCCG) trial design.

Abbreviations: NSCLC, non–small cell lung cancer; PS, performance status.
a
Initial staging included CT of the thorax, abdomen, and brain; bone scan; and mandatory assessment of mediastinal lymph
nodes using mediastinoscopy, thoracotomy, thoracoscopy, or needle biopsy.
b
Patients with T4 tumors were eligible if tumor involved the superior vena cava, left atrium, carina, distant trachea, or the great
vessels. Patients with invasion of the heart, esophagus, vertebra, malignant effusion, or supraclavicular lymph node involvement were
ineligible.
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Table 3 Clinical Outcomes in Patients Eligible for Treatment
Clinical Outcome

Interventional Group (95% CI)
n = 264

Control Group (95% CI)
n = 260

P

Median progression-free survival (mo)

9.5 (8.3–11.2)

10.0 (8.9–11.5)

.87

Median overall survival (mo)

15.7 (13.4–18.0)

17.6 (14.4–20.3)

.97

5-year survival

21%

18%

tinal downstaging occurred in 42%. Pneumonectomy
was performed in 47% of patients who underwent surgery. Overall operative mortality was 4%; no deaths
occurred in patients who underwent lobectomy, compared with a 7% mortality rate for pneumonectomy.
Postoperative radiotherapy was administered to 40%
of patients in the surgical arm.
Median overall survival was 16.4 months for patients who underwent surgical resection, compared
with 17.5 months in those who underwent radiotherapy (hazard ratio [HR], 1.06; 95% CI, 0.84–1.35; P = .6).
Median progression-free survival was 9 months in the
surgery arm and 11.3 months in the radiotherapy arm
(HR, 1.06; 95% CI, 0.85–1.33; P = .6). Locoregional
relapse was more common in patients who underwent
radiotherapy, whereas distant metastases were more
frequent in those who underwent surgery. In an unplanned subgroup analysis of patients who underwent
surgery, better survival was observed if nodal downstaging occurred, complete resection was achieved, or
lobectomy was performed.36
Based on the absence of a survival benefit with
surgery and lower treatment-related mortality with radiotherapy, the EORTC 8941 investigators concluded
that radiation is the preferred locoregional treatment
for patients with stage IIIA N2 NSCLC. However,
several factors make it difficult to apply the results of
EORTC 8941 to current clinical practice. Although
pathologic confirmation of N2 involvement was required for inclusion, clinical staging of patients in this
study would be considered inadequate by current stan-

dards. PET/CT and brain imaging were not performed
in the initial staging. PET/CT has been shown to detect occult metastases in up to 25% of patients with
clinical stage III disease.37,38 Similarly, as previously
stated, the incidence of asymptomatic brain metastases is high in patients with NSCLC.
Given the limited staging performed, EORTC
8941 likely included patients who would have been
upstaged by current imaging techniques. Patients in
this category clearly would not have been appropriate for definitive local therapy treatment, and their
inclusion dilutes any possible benefit of these therapies. Similar to other trials in stage IIIA NSCLC,
EORTC 8941 accrued slowly, and, in fact, was closed
prematurely because of slow accrual. Patients were
accrued over 8 years at 41 different institutions, with
most institutions contributing small numbers of patients and a large number of surgeries performed by
nonthoracic surgeons. The trial has been criticized
for the high rate of pneumonectomy and low rate of
complete resection.3 The high pneumonectomy rate
in EORTC 8941 may have reflected the prevailing
surgical practice at the time and the advanced nature
of the tumors included in the study. Nevertheless, the
extent of surgery remained a powerful prognostic factor in the trial. Finally, patients in the control arm of
the study were treated with sequential chemotherapy
followed by radiation, which has been shown to be
inferior to concurrent therapy.39,40
In the North American Intergroup study
(INT01393; Figure 3), patients with stage IIIA N2

Table 4 Clinical Outcomes in Patients Undergoing Resection
Interventional Group (95% CI)
n = 131

Control Group (95% CI)
n = 141

P

Median progression-free
survival (mo)

19.6 (14.8–27.1)

21.3 (14.7–29.9)

.64

Median overall survival (mo)

32.4 (21.3–50.0)

33.0 (25.7–44.8)

.54

5-year survival

39%

31%

Complete resection

75%

60%

Clinical Outcome
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n = 175
Stable or
progressive
disease
n = 579
Stage IIIA-N2
NSCLC a
WHO PS 0–2

Platinum-based
combination
x 3 cyclesb

Off-study

n = 154
Surgery

n = 167

Minor
response
or better

n = 165

n = 154
Radiotherapy
2 Gy/d to
60 – 62.5 Gy

Figure 2 EORTC 8941 trial design.

Abbreviations: NSCLC, non–small cell lung cancer; PS, performance status.
a
Initial staging included CT of the thorax, CT or ultrasound of the abdomen, and cytologic or histologic proof of N2 involvement.
For nonsquamous cancers, patients with any N2 involvement were eligible. For squamous cancers, N2 nodal involvement exceeding
level 4R for right-sided tumors and levels 5/6 for left-sided tumors was required.
b
Chemotherapy consisted of either cisplatin > 80 mg/m2 or carboplatin at an area under the curve of at least 5 combined with at least
one other drug. Most patients received either platinum/gemcitabine or platinum/taxane combinations.

NSCLC were randomized to either concurrent induction chemotherapy (2 cycles of cisplatin and etoposide) plus radiotherapy (45 Gy) followed by resection
or to the same induction therapy followed by completion of radiotherapy uninterrupted up to 61 Gy. Patients were assessed for response with a CT scan after
induction therapy, and those without tumor progression then either underwent surgery or definitive radiotherapy. The median age was 60 years and most patients had an excellent performance status, less than
5% weight loss, and involvement of only one nodal
station.
Median overall survival did not differ significantly between the groups, at 23.6 months for the surgical group versus 22.2 months for the radiotherapy
group (HR, 0.87; 95% CI, 0.70–1.10; P = .24). The
surgical group had superior progression-free survival
at 12.8 months, compared with 10.5 months in the
radiotherapy group (HR, 0.77; 95% CI, 0.62–0.96;
P = .017). Grade 3 or 4 esophagitis was more common
in the group treated with higher doses of radiation.
Grade 3 or 4 pneumonitis was also significantly more
common in the nonsurgical group. Treatment-related
deaths were higher in the surgical group (8%) than
in the radiotherapy group (2%). Most deaths in the

surgical group occurred in patients who underwent
pneumonectomy; 14 of 54 (26%) of those who underwent pneumonectomy died in the perioperative
period. Fewer patients in the surgical group were able
to complete consolidation chemotherapy (55% vs.
74% in the nonsurgical group). Patients who underwent surgery were less likely to experience local-only
relapse than those who underwent chemoradiation
alone. In an exploratory analysis, the authors found
that patients who underwent lobectomy seemed to
have a superior prognosis compared with clinically
matched patients treated with radiotherapy.
Strengths of INT0139 include more-comprehensive staging performed compared with previous trials; consistency of the chemotherapy regimen used
within and between groups; and the administration of
radiotherapy without interruption in the nonsurgical
group. The study did not meet its primary end point
of improved overall survival with surgery, even in a
relatively select group of patients. However, the high
surgical mortality in patients who underwent pneumonectomy may have offset any benefit from surgery.
This study highlighted the limitations of restaging
with CT scan for assessment of pathologic response:
45% of pT0,N0 specimens were resected with a pneu-
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n = 121
Cisplatin and
etoposide
x 2 cycles

n = 177
Surgery
n = 202

n = 429
Stage IIIA
a
NSCLC
T1- 3N2
KPS 90% -100%b

Cisplatin and
etoposide
with concurrent
radiotherapy
1.8 Gy/d to 45 Gy

n = 194

Radiotherapy
continued up
to 61 Gy
n = 179

Cisplatin and
etoposide
x 2 cycles
n = 155

Figure 3 North American Intergroup Study (INT0139) trial design.

Abbreviations: KPS, Karnofsky perfomance status; NSCLC, non–small cell lung cancer.
a
Initial staging included CT of the thorax and abdomen; bone scan; and brain MRl or CT. Pathologic proof of N2 involvement was
required. Contralateral nodes > then 1 cm were biopsied to exclude N3 disease. Patients had to be considered potentially resectable
by a thoracic surgeon.
b
KPS of 90%–100% or KPS of 70%–80% if albumin normal and < 10% weight loss.

monectomy. The dose of radiotherapy administered in
the trial was relatively low and may have resulted in
the higher rates of local failure observed in the nonsurgical arm.
To summarize, even the most robust randomized
trials performed in stage IIIA N2 NSCLC have suffered from imprecise clinical staging, patient heterogeneity, slow accrual, and within-trial variation in
surgical and radiotherapy methods. Subgroups with
a better prognosis can be defined postsurgery (those
with nodal downstaging and those who are able to
undergo lobectomy). Unfortunately, a set of preoperative characteristics that allow selection of patients
most likely to benefit from surgery cannot be defined
currently. Furthermore, standard radiographic techniques, such as CT and PET/CT, perform poorly at
predicting mediastinal lymph node clearance after
preoperative therapy.41 Newer modalities, such as
EBUS and EUS,42,43 may allow more accurate restaging of the mediastinum postinduction, and therefore
better selection of patients who may benefit from surgery. Establishing definitively the benefit of surgery in
patients with mediastinal downstaging requires a randomized trial comparing radiotherapy with surgery in
patients with documented downstaging of the mediastinum after induction therapy. However, given the
historically poor accrual to randomized trials in stage
III NSCLC and the currently limited availability of

techniques such as EBUS and EUS, a study such as
this might prove infeasible.

Radiation Therapy Technique
Recommendations
Rapid advances in radiation therapy technology have
enabled conformal dose sculpting, dose intensification,
and normal tissue sparing beyond what had been possible when much of the knowledge from clinical trials
of combined modality therapy was acquired. Therefore,
important questions remain on the role and optimization of radiation therapy in multimodality therapy for
resectable stage IIIA NSCLC. The question of the role
of radiation therapy in preoperative therapy was discussed previously. This section addresses the issues of
the appropriate dose and target volume in this setting.
Neither of these important questions has been answered
directly in comparative clinical trials. Consequently,
current recommendations based on available evidence
and consensus clinical judgment are summarized.
The major randomized trials using preoperative
CRT3,33 and multiple phase II trials used radiation
therapy doses of 45 to 50 Gy, historically considered
to be appropriate for sterilizing microscopic disease
burden, with postoperative boost doses reserved for
positive margins or gross residual disease. Consistent
with this, radiation therapy in most of these studies
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targeted at least some elective mediastinal nodal volumes at risk of harboring micrometastases. When administered postoperatively, radiation therapy doses after complete resection tend to be slightly higher at 50
to 54 Gy in most series.44 For either pre- or postoperative radiation therapy, nodal targets can be extrapolated from known patterns of nodal spread45–47 and regional failure after surgery for earlier-stage NSCLC.48
Higher doses have been avoided historically because
of the higher risk of postoperative complications, such
as bronchopleural fistula and respiratory distress.49
This raises an important point in the management of these patients: patients treated with preoperative CRT will usually receive radiation doses inferior to those they would have received with definitive
CRT. If a determination of resectability is to be made
after a trial of preoperative CRT, this decision must
be made through timely restaging and by a thoracic
surgeon working in the context of a multidisciplinary
team to permit completion of definitive CRT with no
or minimal treatment break if the tumor is deemed
unresectable at that point. If this team is not in place
and a treatment break of no more than a few days is
not possible, a trimodality strategy should not be used
unless resectability can be assessed confidently before
any therapy.
To address this issue, higher definitive doses of
preoperative CRT have been administered safely
when using specific operative techniques to minimize
the potential complications, including reinforcing
the bronchial stump with a muscle flap and limiting
intraoperative and postoperative fluid administration and mechanical ventilation barotrauma.50,51 The
RTOG completed a multi-institutional phase II study
of preoperative high-dose (61.2 Gy) CRT with mandated surgical quality assurance (RTOG 0229), finding a promising 63% rate of mediastinal pathologic
complete response and median overall survival of
26.6 months without excessive toxicities.52 Potential
advantages of this approach include the possibility of
even higher mediastinal clearance rates and a reduced
risk of interrupting definitive CRT if surgery is ultimately infeasible, but whether it will result in superior
survival over more conventional pre- or postoperative
doses remains to be tested. Targeting only involved
nodal levels is reasonable to minimize toxicity in the
context of treatment intensification, analogous to the
current predominant practice of involved-field irradiation in definitive CRT.

Recommendations

The appropriateness of surgical resection in stage IIIA
NSCLC ideally should be determined before initiation of all therapy, because preoperative therapy does
not reliably increase the resectability of initially unresectable disease. Preoperative radiation therapy doses
of 45 to 50 Gy and postoperative doses of 50 to 54
Gy are standard with complete resection. Customized
targeting of the highest-risk nodal regions based on
tumor location, such as recommended in the Lung
Adjuvant Radiotherapy Trial (Lung ART) protocol,53
is reasonable, although practice varies considerably.
An experienced multidisciplinary thoracic oncology
team is paramount in the setting of multimodality
therapy for stage IIIA NSCLC. This is particularly
true if definitive radiation therapy doses are to be administered in combination with surgery, and target
volumes should be more limited in this setting. Modern 3-dimensional conformal radiation therapy techniques should be used to minimize unnecessary normal
tissue irradiation, and more-advanced technologies to
conform dose or manage respiratory motion are appropriate when required to meet normal tissue dose
constraints if proper quality assurance measures are
implemented (see NCCN Guidelines for NSCLC,1
Principles of Radiation Therapy; available online at
NCCN.org [NSCL-B]).

Assessment of Treatment Response
After Neoadjuvant Therapy
Treatment response or downstaging of all tumors in
the mediastinal lymph nodes is often predictive of a
favorable outcome after surgical combined modality
treatment.54–56 Conversely, the detection of disease
progression after neoadjuvant therapy may avoid the
cost and morbidity of local surgery for patients not
likely to benefit.
Imaging plays an important role in assessing treatment response and restaging of NSCLC. Chest CT
is usually performed before surgical resection, but the
accuracy of CT scan in the evaluation of mediastinal
lymph nodes is limited.57 FDG-PET seems to be an
accurate noninvasive method to predict long-term
outcome, and FDG-PET/CT is the best noninvasive
modality for treatment response assessment, including
evaluation of disease progression to new sites.
An early (1–2 months) posttreatment
FDG-PET/CT scan is a prognostic factor for survival
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and is more predictive than CT response, stage, or
pretreatment performance status in patients treated
with definitive chemoradiation.58 FDG uptake early
during the course of chemotherapy was found to be
predictive of progression-free and overall survival,59
and the metabolic response in FDG activity during
the course of CRT (at 45 Gy) was significantly correlated with posttreatment response.60 In patients
treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy or chemoradiation, several series have reported that reduction
FDG activity correlates with pathologic complete
response and favorable prognosis.61,62 For example, a
negative scan or a reduction in the standard uptake
value (SUV) of more than 80% was the best predictive factor for a favorable outcome of further treatment, whereas progressive disease according to PET
(new tumor manifestations or increasing SUV) was
significantly correlated with an unfavorable outcome
(P = .005).63 However FDG-PET is less accurate in
predicting residual disease in the mediastinum. A
recent pooled analysis64 of 497 patients treated in 9
prospective neoadjuvant CRT studies reported that
the ranges of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value for primary
tumor response assessment were 80% to 100%, 0% to
100%, 42.9% to 100%, and 66.7% to 100%, respectively. Pooling data for N2 restaging after neoadjuvant response, the overall sensitivity was 63.8% (95%
CI, 53.3%–73.7%) and overall specificity was 85.3%
(95% CI, 80.4%–89.4%).
Although FDG-PET is part of the postneoadjuvant evaluation and compared favorably with
cross-sectional imaging in restaging after neoadjuvant therapy in the reviewed publications, the
pooled results do not support the use of this noninvasive diagnostic approach as the only reassessment tool for mediastinal lymph node evaluation
in routine clinical use. Pathologic confirmation
is recommended whenever possible. Repeating a
mediastinoscopy is technically challenging because of mediastinal fibrosis, which may be worsened by the administration of neoadjuvant CRT.
To address this problem, using EBUS (+/– EUS)
in the initial mediastinal evaluation and reserving the mediastinoscopy for after neoadjuvant
therapy may be the preferred strategy.

Results of NCCN Member Institution
Surveys on Management of
Stage IIIA NSCLC
In an attempt to clarify the practice patterns of the
NCCN Member Institutions, in 2010 the NCCN
NSCLC Panel polled its members regarding diagnostic methods and treatment considerations in stage
IIIA N2 disease. There were 25 responses from 21
member institutions (Table 5). When the member institution had 2 delegates, each counted as 0.5 of the
vote.
For initial evaluation of the mediastinum before
surgical resection, 80% of NCCN Member Institutions indicated they use EBUS (+/– EUS) and 20%
were using only mediastinoscopy. The institutions
were split regarding the pathologic evaluation of mediastinal lymph nodes after neoadjuvant therapy to
make a final decision regarding surgery, with 40.5%
pathologically staging the mediastinum after neoadjuvant therapy versus 59.5% that did not. Regarding the
choice of neoadjuvant therapy, the institutions were
evenly split, with 50% using neoadjuvant chemotherapy most of the time and 50% using neoadjuvant
CRT most of the time.
Most NCCN Member Institutions consider
surgery in patients with a single lymph node station smaller than 3 cm (90.5%). However, 47.6% of
institutions consider surgery in patients with more
than one lymph node station involved (as long as no
lymph node is larger than 3 cm), and even fewer institutions (16.7%) would consider surgery in patients
with more than one lymph node station involved,
even if the lymph node is larger than 3 cm. Finally,
the 21 NCCN Member Institutions were almost
evenly split regarding the treatment of patients who
require pneumonectomy; 54.8% of the institutions
would consider neoadjuvant therapy followed by surgery when a patient is likely, based on initial evaluation, to require a pneumonectomy. This approach
seems to be in contrast with the results of INT0139,
which showed that patients treated with pneumonectomy had a worse outcome. However, several
recent retrospective reviews indicate that pneumonectomy can be safely performed after neoadjuvant
therapy, particularly in patients treated with chemotherapy only.65–67
The differences in approach between NCCN
Member Institutions are most evident in the issues
of the choice between neoadjuvant chemotherapy or
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Table 5

NCCN Member Poll: Collated Responses by Institutiona

Poll Question

Yes (%)

No (%)

Does your institution use EBUS (+/-EUS) in the initial evaluation of the mediastinum and
perform the first mediastinoscopy before surgical resection?

16 (80)

4 (20)

Does your institution use pathologic evaluation of mediastinal LNs, after neoadjuvant
therapy, to make a final decision regarding surgery?

8.5 (40.5)

12.5 (59.5)

When using neoadjuvant therapy, does your institution use neoadjuvant chemotherapy
most of the time?

10.5 (50)

10.5 (50)

When using neoadjuvant therapy, does your institution use neoadjuvant
chemoradiotherapy most of the time?

10.5 (50)

10.5 (50)

Does your institution consider surgery in patients with a single LN station < 3 cm?

19 (90.5)

2 (9.5)

Does your institution consider surgery in patients with more than 1 LN station as long as no
LN is > 3 cm?

10 (47.6)

11 (52.4)

Does your institution consider surgery in patients with more than one LN station involved,
even if the LN is > 3 cm?

3.5 (16.7)

17.5 (83.3)

Does your institution consider neoadjuvant therapy followed by surgery when a patient is
likely, based on initial evaluation, to require a pneumonectomy?

11.5 (54.8)

9.5 (45.2)

Abbreviations: EBUS, endobronchial ultrasound; EUS, endoscopic ultrasound; LN, lymph node.
a
Twenty-five responses were received from 21 NCCN Member Institutions. Two responses each were received from City of Hope
Comprehensive Cancer Center, Roswell Park Cancer Institute, and Fox Chase Cancer Center. Separate responses were received
from Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and Massachusetts General Hospital Cancer Center; the same vote counted as 1, a split vote
counted as 0.5 in each column.

CRT, the role of surgery in patients with more than
one lymph node station involved, and in those requiring a pneumonectomy. These differences can only be
resolved with randomized prospective trials. However,
considering the difficulties in accrual to trials of multimodality therapy in stage IIIA, these issues are unlikely to be resolved in the near future.

possible to increase doses while minimizing additional
toxicity, potentially leading to a therapeutic improvement. The presence of a dedicated thoracic oncology
multidisciplinary team is key to making optimum and
individualized therapeutic decisions for these patients,
and offers the best opportunity for long-term survival.
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